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1. In the thromhotic or degeneratic occlusion of arterias of medium size, 
ne,,-, so-called collateral arteriolas are opened, 'which do not participate in 
normal circulation. This phenomenon is assumed partly to he caused hy the 
systolic pressure "waye reflected at the thromhus placed in the lumen of the 
arteria, so that a standing waye deyclops. A pressure pick by this i3tanding 
,,;aye is formed proximally at the thrombus, which is significantly higher than 
the physiological one, and so the collaterals are opened. 

To analyse the effect of this phenomenon, the following mathematical 
model has been established to inform of the quantitatiye picture. The blood is 
a practically incompressible fluid. This fluid fIo-ws in a very elastic tube, 
namely in the arteria to he analysed. The yiscosity of the blood is too high to 
he ignored. We assume in the following that the pressure and the yelocity of 
the fIe)"w are constant in a cross-section, and depend only on time and on length 
cooTClinate. So the effect of yiscosity is determined by the mean Yclocity in 
each cros8-section and by the yiscosity coefficient. The effectin: diam('ter of 
the cross-section is, howeyer, a fnnetion of the pre;:sure at the Inoment, because 
of the elastieity of the tuhe-wall. This effect has also to be considered. Accord
ingly, the partial differential equations of flow [1] are: 

, ( , Px =:} tOt (1) 

(2) 

'where x is the length coordinate, t is the time, p(x, t) is the (absolute) pressure 
and v(x, t) is the yelocity; Q denotes the density, i. is the coefficient of yiscosity 
and c denotes the local yelocity of sound (notice that the meaning of c is here 
'"the low-frequency" yelocity of sound: the high-frequency yclocity of sound 
- in a strict sense belongs to a much higher domain, because in expansion, 
high-frequency pressure variations affect only the compressibility of the fluid, 
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rather than the elasticity of the wall. The expansion of pulse wave-fronts is 
characterized by the low-frequency speed of sound, and normally ranges from 
180 cm/sec to 500 cm/sec, whereas the strict velocity of sound is about 100.000 
cm/sec.) c is assumed to be a constant of ahout 200-500 cm/sec, which is 
approximately true at frequencies not higher than 100 to 200 Hz. j(p, d) 
denotes the coefficient of the effective diameter; in first approximation it is 
lld, in second approximation we take it into consideration according to the 

expression 
1 

!(p, d) = d (1 - dl p), (dl > 0) (3) 

though, theoretically, !(p, d) may he an analytical function of p, without 
affecting the following mathematical investigations. 

Let us assume that in the initial cross-section (x = 0) the normal pulse 

wave can he described by 

K 
p(O, t) = Po + ~ (h cos kwt+r" sin kwt) = I(t) (4) 

k=1 

where the higher frequencies (k > K) are neglected as stated hefore for the 
high frequencies. But if c can he taken as a constant for any frequency, we 
suppose that p(O, t) is a continuously differentiable function, periodic with a 

period 2:-c/w. 
For the final cross-section (x = xL) we assume that the tuhe is entirely 

closed: 
(5a) 

or it is nearly closed, i.e. the speed of outflo'w is proportional to the momentan
eous pressure 

(.5h) 

(5a) and (5b) can be summarized in the final condition 

(5) 

'where 'l. is 0 or a very small value. 
The system (1)-(2) is hyperbolic, and so it has a unique solution in the 

segment 0 x < XL for any pair of initial conditions p(O, t), v(O, t); if they are 
continuously differentiable [2, 3]. ",Ve consider, however, the system with the 
pair of initial-final conditions (4) and (5), resp. For this case we do not know 
anything about the uniqueness or existence of the solution. In the folIo"wing 
it will be proved that the problem (1)-(2)-(4)-(5) has a solution, p(x, t), 
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v(x, t) periodic in t for all fixed x in 0 x Xv if J. is small and c great enough, 
and has a single solution in the class of functions, periodic in t for all fixed x in 

o x xL' To prove this fact, we use an approximative algorithm, giving an 
effective approximation for p(x, t) and v(x, t) as well. Let us consider first the 
method of approximation of the periodic solution. 

2. In the following it will be assumed that I j, I is small enough and for 
such i. the solution of (1)-(2)-(4)-(5) is an analytic function of i., i.e. 

p(x, t; i.) = Po(x, t) (6) 
and 

v(x, t; ;.) = vo(x, t) (7) 

are convergent in a circle I J. I < i. o for all t and 0 < x < Xv and are periodic 
solutions of (1)-(2)-(4)-(5). In this case the pairs of functions {Pn(x, t), 
vn(x, t)} are continuously differentiable and periodic in t for all x in 0 < X xL' 
and they must satisfy the boundary conditions 

(8) 

Setting now (6)-(7) in (1)-(2), we get the system of equations for the"coeffi
cients of the corresponding powers of ).; 

and in general 

2* 

V' O,t== 

o(v'o-v 'v'o) .... , 0 :c 

1 ( , po, 
ec2 

v' - 1 (p' v P' V' P' 1 " n.-;; - ? T1: - 0 n;:; - n Ox T 
gc-

+ lj!n(Vo,V1,· ··,t'n-l'PO'·· ·,Pn-l») 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
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where 

I-d P 
I 1 0 (') ,." '') ,. [. i ) 

! 2d -co "rJ-1-:-- Cl Il-~;-'" -

and 

(15) 

d l ., 

-Pn-l -Uii 
:2d 

(16) 

The systems of Eqs (11)-(12) and (13)-:-(14) are now linear for the unknown 

functions PI' VJ' and p", L' n , resp., no direct solution, satisfying also the houndary 
conditions (8) in the form of Fourier-expansions can, howeyer, he found 
hecause there are unknown terms with yariable coefficients, too. Let us 

therefore consider the system (9)-(10) first, setting -u'ox in (9) through (10), 
and solye the equations for P' OX and v' ox' resp.: 

. 1. (DV' 0 - p' 01] 
t''1. - l c2 1 __ 0 • 

c2 

I 1 ( I I ) -u Ox= --~ P D,-rop Ox • 
QC· 

::\ow, if ['0 i --:: le: is true for all t and 0 x Xv and if vI) and Pu are 
analytic functions of c = 1/c2 for' c small enough, i.e. if 

P (·x t· c.) - P(O)(,. t)-'-c P(0)(,- t) o .. ~ ~ c - U A., ,c_ 1 «1.., 

amI 
L' (x t· c) - V«)(x I) -'- ~ r-(O)( -c t) -'- •. ~ V(O)(-r t) -'-o ~ '} ~, - 0 ... 'i Cl" ':' J C ~ - 'i ••• 

are solutions of (8)-(9)-(10) in the circle 
and the expansion 

I 
------c:- = l+cvg+c~ vil+. " V5 1 

c~ 

-'- ol1( T/Io),n -'- ') J7(0)'''·' J/-(O) -'- )-'-
: C J' n !..... 0 l' .• ; ... 

(17) 

(18) 

is also convergent in this circle, then, setting the expansions ahoyc in (9)-(10) 
and comparing the coefficients of the corresponding powers of c results in the 
following system of equations: 

(19) 
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V~~)' = 0 

Pi~)' = Q Vi?)' +Q vsojO" V~7)' - V~O)" P~~)' 

VIOl' - ~ P<O)' __ 1_ V(O) " pro)' 
h - 01 0 Ux 

Q Q 

P~7}, = Q V~?)' +Q v~w Vi?)' .l..!? " (T/-~O)I T 2 V~o) ViOl) V~~)' -

- V~)" Pi?)' - V~)" P~;)' v~o)" PJ?) , ; 

_l_ p (fJ), 
11 

_1_ Tf(O) plO)' " 
1 Ox' 

!? 

Q" V;;;)'-';-x;?)(P,)" PI" ""'~'-l' T~,""", T/~'_l) 

p}?)(~, Pi, " " "' Pie-I' T~), VI'" " "' T -!i-I) " 

21 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

( 24) 

(25 ) 

(:26 ) 

:::'\ow in the circle [';, -~ En. the pairs of functions pLO), vLO) are cOIltinu<)u;:ly 

differentiahle, periodic ill t for all 0 x XL and 5atisfy the houndary con
ditions 

P;{')(O, t) = p(O, t): VSO)(XL' t) Y." P)j'!(XL? t) 

P~)(O, t) 0: r-},O)(XL' t) Y." P~))(XL' t); k=1,2,""" 

:::'\o'W, applying the same procedure for (11)-(12), \\-e get the 5ystem 

c~ 

(1- d 1 Po) 1'~) ; 
d 2 

, I ( , , , ) 
v lz= -., P ll-rop lx-rIP Ox 

c-

In the eircle E,'<' El" we use the expansions 

and after suhstitution -we get the system 

p(I)' 0 " V(~)' .l.. ...£. (l-d P ) 
0% ~ o. I d I 0 2 

VW=o 
pi;)' Q" Vf~)' +ev~ V&~)' -Vo P~7)' +2vo V~l) p~z-

(27) 

( 28) 

(:29) 

(30) 
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P~;)' = 0' VW' +0V~ vW' +0vg VS?)' --1'0 PiV -vg P~7)'-+-

1'6 
+ 21'gVIP~x-VVl'p'O,'-V6V~l)P'0,+ (1-d1po)-0; 

d 2 

p(ll' 
1, 

_~_ V(ll ' 
1 Pax' 

q 

and in general 

P,2;) , = 0 V;];l' +:xj})(po' 1'o, p~l) . .. , Pj,1l1' V~ll, ... , V,~1l1) ; 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

vi:~' Pk1)(po, 1'0' P~l), Pill, ... , P\Jll' VSl), ... , VS1l1). (35) 

The boundary conditions are the following: 

P}}l(O, t) - 0; T/'kl)(XL, t) :x' Pk1l(XL' t); 

k 0, 1,2, ... 

Using the same procedure for (13)-(14), we get 

, 1 r ' 
P nx= 1- 1'~ e' r n, 

c~ 

L'n ( , -., po, 
c-

i.e. hy expanding Pn and 1'/1 in the circle i 10 i < i lOll i 

(36) 

Py;) , 0'V~1)'''':''0fPn(Vo,L'1'' ··,1':i-l'PO'·· .,Pn-1)' (37) 

V6~)' = 0, (38) 

Pl']')'= 0' Tit)' 0' V5 V~~l)' --roP5;J)' -'-21'0 VY1) p'ox-

1'0 P" 'vyl) P' 0,-'-0' V6 Cf" , 
(39) 

~p(n)' Ox 
1 . V(nl ..L .2.- p. 

o J rz' (40) 
o o 

Py;l' = 0 VYJ
) , 0L·g Vi;')' + 0L'J V~l)' VOP~')I -+-2vo VYJ)p'ox 

v2 P~')' -+- 2vg Vyllp' Ox - rg P,,- Vl"lp' 0,- (4.1 ) 

- V6 VY1) p' 0,-'- 0V6 fPn , 

.2.- p(n)' 
11 
~ p(n)' _ .2.- v(n)p' 

Ix 1 0.7; ., (42) 
o Q 0 
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and in general 

P (n)' - 0 • v(n)' I ~(n)(V -,. V P 
Kz - _ f' kl j-h" 0' VI' ••• , n-1' 0"" 

.• ·,Pn_l'P&n), •. • ,pf:~l' V~'), ... , Vf~l), 
( 43) 

T/-(n) , - (3(n)( " p(n) 
Kz - J" liO"'" Vn- 1 ,PO' .. ·,Pn-l' 0"" 

... , P;{:21 , vg,), ... , Vj;,.'21). 

(44) 

The boundary conditions are the following: 

k 0,1,2 ... (45) 

Now if all our preyious conditions are valid, i.e. the functions p):') (x, t), 
VI~n) (x, t) satisfying (19)-(45) are continuously differentiahle and periodic in 

t for all fixed x in ° < x < XL' then 'we can find them in form of Fourier
expansions: 

V)~'l(x, t) = u~;,n)(x) + ~ (U)",n)(x) cos iwt+w(f',n)(n) . sin icot). (47) 
;=1 

Setting these expansions into Eqs (43)-(44), ,ye get immediately integrable 
differential equations in closed form for the unknown functions slk,n) (x), 
tlk,n) (x), uik,n) (x), wi",n) (x), and the boundary conditions (27)-(36)
(45) can be met, too: namely, if a = 0, then the initial values (x 0) of Si 

and t; and the final values (x xd of u; and w; are prescribed. On the other 

hand, if a ° (a > 0), then we have to deal with a system of unknovin con
stants 

i, k, n = 0, 1,2, 

i = 1,2, ... ; 

k,n=0,1,2, ... 

(48) 

(49) 

which must be chosen so that the initial values of S; and t; satisfy the con
ditions defined by (27)-(36)-(45). These conditions, howenr, separate the 
system of equations, defining the unknown constants so that each equation 
contains one and only one unknown {'h or 6i in the form of a term ;,\I;,n) (x - XL) 
or 61/;,n) (x - XL) resp., i.e. we get one and only one solution for each term in 

(46) and (47) resp. \Ve shall give an example of practical interest in 4. 
3. To discuss the theor0tical problems of the uniqueness and existence 

of the solution of (1)-(2)-(4)-(5), we note first that the prohlem of unique
ness cannot he treated in general. The method of approximation, given in 2 
proves, however, that our prohlem has one and only one solution in the class 
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of functions, continuously differcntiahle and periodic III t for all fixed x in 
o < x xL' if for (6)-(7) there exists a circle of connrgence i. [ <~ i'l) for 
all t, 0 < X XL and: E . = 1/: e'!. ; small enough and for the expansions of Pn 
and L"n there exists a common circle of convergence i E ' < Ec. Finally, the 
algorithm for approximation, given in 2, demonstrates the existence of a 
periodic solution of (1)-(2)-(.:1..)-(5), and also the uniqueness of this solution 
in the class of periodic fUIlctions, if we prove that this periodic solution is an 
analytic function of E = lle~ near to E 0 for all t, 0 x XL and for all i., 
'with : i. , small enough, and is an analytic function of i. near to ;. 0 for all t, 
o < ;"\: X L and for all c, 'with ! e i small enough. 

~ow, considering Eqs (1)-(2) with fixed, continuously differentiahle 
initial conditions p(O, t) andv(O, t), and 'with fixed (complex) parameters i. and 
e lie'!., rcsp., then the solution of this pl"Ohlem is uniquely determinell and 

continuously diffcrentiahle in ° x XL (s.Le. [2, 3J). \Vc can immediately 
proyc that the systcm 

8r~ Q • __ 1. 

ox 

I. 
..L d (1 

(
" , 

e °Pi. 
at 

1 ) '" 0 ') a P V' v, -J. v-· p. , 
1 I. 2d /. 

,op 
1"

I. ox " ') °Pi. v--
OX 

(.50) 

(51 ) 

has a uniquely determined pair of continuous solutions, satisfying the initia I 
conditioll5 

for all t and ° X <:: XL, and that these solutions are the partial deri\ati\t:s of 
p(x, t; i.) and of v(x, t; ;.) res13" for the giYen value of ;.: in the sallle manner 
it can be proved that the system 

( ~~; v' 
01' 8v~ 

=Q -v--
ox e ox ox 

8v~ 
0_°_ 

~ ox 
op op, ( op; , op . OP;) - - V-,e -- -V.-- v--
ot ox ot c oX ox 

(53) 

has a uniquely determined pair of continuous solutions, satisfying the initial 
conditions 

p;(O, t) = v;(O, t) = 0 (54) 
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for all t and ° x XL, and that these solutions are the partial derivatives of 
p(x, t; c) and of 1'(x, t; c), resp., for the given yalues of c. It means that the 
initial yalue prohlem, connected with (1)-(2), has a regular, and thus, ana
lytical pair of solutions in the parameters i. and c for all valu(~s of i. and c. 

Though, a mixed, initial-final houndary problem is considered and to proye 
the existence of an analytic solution of this problem means some difficulties, 
as against the preyious prohlem, hecause a change of i. or f cause~ a change ill 
P(XL' t) and in 1.7(XL' t) at fixed initial functions p(O, t) and dO, t) - the infini
tesimal change Ofp(XL, t) and of 1.7(XL, t) resp. can he characterizr:d by P;'(Xb t)di.: 
L';'(XV t)di. and by P;(xL' t)ell'; r;(xv t) df, resp. these deriyatins heing solutions 
of (50)-(51) and of (52)-(53), resp., - and after this change the condition 
l'(xv t) 'l.p(xL't) is not yct satisfied. \\;Ce must therefore proye, that for 
giH'Il i., c, and solutions p(x, t: i., c), dx, t: i., f) of (1)-(2)-(4)-(5), belonging 
to this pair of parameters, a ehange J1.7(O, t: i., 1": _li.) .Jz;(O, t: i., 1': Jf) ean he 
giyen to a giYen yariatioll .ji. and c:lc, resp. so that the solutions 

p*(x, t: i., c), 1.7*(x, t; i., c) resp. p**(x, t; i. Ji., f) , 

1.7**(X, t; i. -- ~ii., f) resp. p**'"(x, t; i., p - cJp) 

r*';"'(x, t: i., I" _If) 

of the initial yalne prohlems 

p*(O, t: i., c) p**(O, t; i. _li., c) = p***(O, t: i., c 

1.7"'(0, t: i., c) - .Ji:(O, t; i., 1": Ji.) 

1:***(0, t: i., .:J E) 1.7*(0 f· j ~) , ,~ . ~ c 1 L' (Cl t· I' ~. 1 co) 
~ ,~~ (~ .~ c, _ c 

connected with the system (1)-(2) for parameter yalnes I .. c-: I. 

i., I' -'- Je satisfy the final condition 

and that the functions 

p(O, t) , 

Ji.,I': or 

lim _c~ __ -~~-
v* * 1:* 

lim ---
Lli.=O Ji. 

lim -=-----=--
L'***-V* 

lim ----
.Ji.=O Ji. LI,=O ..1,=0 Jc 

exist for all t and ° < ;\: XL' and are continuous in i. and f. ~ow it is clear, 
that all the differences p** - p*; V** v*; p*** p*, v':'** - v* can be 

divided in two parts; c:J 1p**, .:l1 v**; .:lIP*'"* and J 1 r*** is the part of 
p** - p*; v** v*; p*** - p*; v*** - v*, caused hy the change of the 
initial yalue of v* ~with i. and c, resp., unchanged in (1)-(2), ~whereas the 
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other part of these differences, L12P**' L1 2v** and L1~p***, L12 v*** is caused 
hy the change of ;. and e, resp., in (1)-(2) with unchanged initial values 

p**(O, t), v**(O, t) and P***(O, t), v***(O, t), resp. 'Ve must now prove on one 

hand that L1v(O, t; I., e; L11.) and Llv(O, t; I., e; L1e) canhe chosen so that the final 
condition is still satisfied, and on the other hand, that the functions 

lim 
L1 1 p** 

lim 
L1 2 p** 

L1i.=O (j/. L1i.=O L1). 

exist for all t and ° < x < Xv and are continuous in I. and e. In proving these 
properties we shall make ach-antage from the fact, that P and v are continuously 
differentiable and periodic in t for all fixed x (more exactly, that we consider 

the existence and uniqueness of the solutions only in this class). That means 

practically to consider in constructing solutions for (1)-(2)-(4)-(5) only 
those solutions of the initial value problems - with variable initial values -

for which pea, t) and v(O, t) are continuously differentiable and periodic in t. 

Thereby v(O, t) must he continuously differentiahle and periodic, too, and so it 

can he chosen in the form of a convergent Fourier-expansion: 

L1v = ,vo + ::'5' CUi cos iwt+1'i sin iwt) . 
~o 

(56) 

Ko'w, (56) can satisfy the final condition (55) for I Ji. ! and! Lie ; small enough, 
if p(x, t) and vex, t) are differentiable functions of the Fourier coefficients 

{I 0' ,ui' J'i (i = 1,2, ... ), and if the partial derivatives 

are continuously differentiable and periodic in t for all fixed x, and, applying 

the notations 

a~)(x)+ ..:E (an x) cosjwt+bji)(x) sin jOJt); 
j=l 

av -,,- = c~i)(x) 
°Pi 

.::f (cyi)(x) cosjeot+dfl(x) sinjcot) ; 
j=l 

.::f (e)i)(x) cosjeot+fji)(x) sinjo)t) ; 
j=l 
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the sequence of matrices 

Bn = A;;l; An (lu),,; i,j = 1,2, ... , 2n +1, 

j 

2k+-1; k 0, 1, ... , n : 

2k; k = 1, ... , nand 
2k+1; k=O,l, ... ,n; 

(XL)' if i = 2k...L 1; k = 0, 1, ... , nand 
j = 2k; k 1,2, ... , n; 

2k; k 1,2, .. . ,11, 

27 

(57) 

(58) 

converges to a matrix B = (bfj); i, j = 1, 2, ... , and this B has the feature 
that to each continuously differentiahle function 

a(t) k o :E (k, cos iwt...L', sin icot) 
1=1 

another differentiahle function corresponds, defined as follows: 

B[a(t)] = :E(ljbl,2j...Lkj-l b1 ,2j-l) + 
j=1 

...L (2, (If b21 
]=.1 

(59) 

Namely, if all the ahoye conditions are satisfied, thcn to each unhalanced, but 
nearly balanced final condition 

:x. P(XL' t) i(XL' t) .::ID· (,(107 .:5' (/i; cosjwt-':- i'JSinjeot)\) 0, 
J=1 . 

continuously differentiable in t (JD denoting either j;. or .Je) the initial de

viation ,dv in the form (56) is Imiquely determined hy 

(60) 
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where the features of B safeguard that jv is continuously differentiable III 

for all jj., : .Jj. : small enough. (60) implies too, that 

lim 
...I1i=O .J {) 

lim 
v** 

lim Iim 
v*** 

, , 
...10=0 J8 ...10=0 j{) ...1&=0 J8 

v*'" 
exist. (:\" ote that the existence of lim : lim : etc. follows from 

.Ji.=o ji. ...I}. =0 j;. 
the i111alytieity in I. and in E of the solutions of the corresponding initial 
Y!lhle prohlems). :\" ow it remains only to proye the facts used ahoye 'with 

op op or oz' 
respect to the deriYatiYes -r- ; -;-_ .. ; r r and to the matrix B. 

C/li O~'[ api 01'i 

For this reOiSOll, let us consider the following initial yalue pruhli:ms 

ep', 

(61 ) 
r , ) oP"; 

r-- : ox . 

P:,,(O, t) = 0: v:,,(O, t) ~ cos ie')t, 
and 

=Q (62) 

sin iC')t, 

respeetiyely. It is now ohvious, that solutions of (61) and (62) are just the 

paTtiaI deriYatiYes P~i' V~i' and P~i' L'~:, resp. and so their existence and their 
continuous differentiability haye heen proyed (the coefficients in (61) and (62) 
are the solutions of the corresponding initial yalue problems related to p(x, t) 
and v(x, t), resp. and hence they are continuously differentiable). ::.\o'w the 
conditions, related to the matrix Bean only be treated directly for E = i. = 0. 
In this case (l )-(2) is reduced to 

o 'av av) av 1.. = q l- - v - ; - = 0; p(O, t) 
ax at ox ox 

I(t); v(xv t) = 7..p (xv t) 

i.e. (for 7.. ,/ 0) 

v(x, t) == v(t); p(x, t) - Q • X' v' (t) +I(t) , 
t t t-r 

v(t)=et.·q·xLv'(t)+et.·I(t); v(t) = ce~QXL + J e~CXLI(T)dT 
o 
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where c must be 0, because we consider only periodic solutions of our problem. 

So, in the case of J. = e = 0 we have 

t t-r 

v(x, t) = J I(T)dT; p(x, t) 
o 

X t t-T 

I(t) -'- -- I e"QXL I(T) dT, 
7.XL 0 

for x ~ , 0 and 
I:(X, t) = 0 ; p(x, t) I(t) 

for a = O. 

i.e. 

(61) is then reduced to 

" I 
OP,lli 

ox (
" , '" , ) OV", '0 OV" .. a __ ,I __ -VU'0 -1:--'-' 

- ot ,-! ox 

o v;" _ 0' - , p;,,(O, t) 0; 1::,,(0, t) = cos ic·)t , 
ex 

<,(x, t) _ cos iO) t; p~,(x, t) = -io)Qx sin iM. 

(62) is reduced to 

op;; 
ox 

ox 

t) 

0: p:,;(O, t) == 0: l'~JO, t) = sin icot 

ic·) QX cos iC')t . 

(63) 

(6·1) 

From (63) and (6:1) it appears that matrices A.: are hlockdiagonal with blocks 

i.e. the sequence of the matrices B:, A;;-l converges to a blockdiagonal one 
'with hlocks 

7.i 0) ,(P"L 1 
1-'--:x~ i2 0)2 0 2 x~ , _ L 

I 

I +:x2 £2 0)2 1/ xi J 

(65) 

::\ow the form of B guarantees that the expression in (59) is the Fourier
expansion of a differentiahle function, hecausc the i-th Fourier coefficients of 
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B[u(t)] are linear combinations of the i-th Fourier coefficients of u(t) with 
factors of O(l/i) and 0(1/i2), resp. No'w, if ;. or 8 is near enough to 0, then the 
solutions of (61) and of (62) lie near to (63) and to (64), resp., i.e. matrices 
An are nearly blockdiagonal; denoting the change of An by c:JAn, so all the 
elements of c:JAn are of the order OC ;. I + I 8 D· Now if I ;. I and I 8 I are small 
enough, then 

( .. ' lA )-1 - 4 -1 A-1. ,14 A-1 I (A-1 AA )2 A-1 I d n -r i. n - ~~n - n ..:Ji"~n • - n T n.::::J n T1 - T ... /"..../ 
(66) 

Using no'w (65) and (66), we get the relationship 

b=8(_I) I} •• 
L] 

for i+j I, j+I (67) 

whereas 

bij = 8 (+) for j-I, j+I, (68) 

and also this guarantees the differentiability of B[u(t)]. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM. The initial-boundary-yalue problem (1), (2), (4), and (5) with 

continuously differentiable and periodic initial function let) p(O, t) has one 
and only one continuously differentiable solution, periodic for fixed x in the 
domain 0 < x < XL if I;. I and I 8 I = I/!c2[ are small enough. This periodic 
solution can be then approximated by the algorithm given in 2. to the desired 
accuracy. 

4. To characterize the method of approximation on one hand, and the 
effect of the frequency on the other hand, let us consider the problem for the 
case 

let) = 100 + 25 cos lOt + 10 cos 40t ; 

Q = I; ). = 0.2; c = 500; XL = 50; d 0.2 ; 

d1 = 0.005; 'l. = 0 ; 

truly representing a thrombosis occurring in a normal arteria. 
Now, from (19) and (20) 

And from (21) and (22) 

ViO)(x, t) == (50-x) (250 sin IOt+4.00 sin40t); 
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2 
-'.(_SO_-_X-,-)21 (2S00 cos 10t+16.000 cos 40t) = 

2 

x (lOO-x) (2S00 cos 10t+16.000 cos 40t) 
2 

Vo ~ - slll10t+ - sin 40t , SO-x (1. 4 ) 
500 2 S 

Po P0 100 + 25 cos lOt 10 cos 40t + 
I X lOO-x 

T - • --- (5 cos 10t+32 cos40t). 
2 500 

Snmmary 

31 

An algorithm is given for the approximation of a solution, periodic in t for all fixed 
o :s;;: x :s;;: XL of the initial-final boundary problem 

, ( , px = '2 VI 1" 1'.~ -T !(p; d) ~~) 

p(O, t) = Po + 1: (Plc cos k w t + Tic sin k w I); 
l:~l 

The theorem is proved, too, that the above problem has one and only one solution in the 
class of the periodic functions, if p(O, t) is continuously differentiable. 
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